Article Galaxy References
Designed to Scale With Your Business
From small startups to global enterprises, Article Galaxy is the premier knowledge
management solution for businesses of all sizes. From literature discovery to acquisition to
management, it’s a complete technology solution–specifically designed to respond to the complexity of
your business’ need for knowledge, growth, and collaboration. This means security from start to finish,
with administrative controls, privacy, and compliance–at every step of your workflow.

Built-In Organization
Ņ Drag-and-drop one or more articles into individual or multiple folders directly from your search or existing library
Ņ Add multiple document types to your references (DOC, XLS, PPT, PNG/JPG, MP3/MP4 and more)
Ņ Easily create custom TAGs on references to organize important literature
Ņ Easily add references to folders – add a single article or drag and drop multiple files via RIS

Re-Use Rights Integration
Ņ Check article re-use permissions with just a click of a button
Ņ Ensure copyright compliance with built-in re-use rights information

Flexible User Permissions and Access
Ņ Multiple access settings let you ensure only the right people have access
Ņ Cloud-based platform allows you to access your

papers anytime, anywhere, from any device

Intuitive, User-Friendly Interface
Ņ Researcher designed and tested for optimal viewing
Ņ Article details appear directly in your search results

Secure Collaboration
Ņ Every document ordered via Article Galaxy is automatically added to your ‘Company PDF Library’
Ņ Unlimited folders and subfolders can be created for individual use and/or sharing

Search and Access
Ņ Discover related articles with ‘cited

by’ and ‘cited from’ lists
Ņ Don’t just stop at articles – sync your

entire library with book chapters, patents,
conference reports, and more
Ņ Discover articles directly within the

platform via integrated search
Ņ Integrates with Article Galaxy proprietary article

ordering, ensuring the lowest acquisition cost

Cite and Write
Ņ Enable the Microsoft Word add-in for Mac or PC
Ņ Choose from 10,000+ citation styles

Partner Ecosystem
Ņ Integrations with best-in-class partners enable seamless systematic literature review

Article Galaxy combines the convenience of one-click access to all scientific literature–
with unlimited organizational capacity–to accelerate your next research breakthrough.
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